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Legacy (First Colony Book 3)
Five years after attacking the human-colonized worlds of the Spiral Arm, the hydrogues maintain
absolute control over stardrive fuel...and their embargo is strangling human civilization. On Earth,
mankind suffers from renewed attacks by the hydrogues and decides to use a cybernetic army to fight
them. Yet the Terran leaders don't realize that these military robots have already exterminated their own
makers - and may soon turn on humanity. Once the rulers of an expanding empire, humans have become
the galaxy's most endangered species. But the sudden appearance of incredible new beings will destroy
all balances of power. Now for humans and the myriad alien factions in the universe, the real war is
about to begin...and genocide may be the result.
The Texas Equivalent of the Mayflower adventures, the three hundred families who settled Stephen F.
Austin, s original colony formed the foundation on which a republic and then a state was built. In this
revised and expanded edition of the book first published in 1991, many stories of those early Texians are
told by their decendents.
Exploring New Earth should be a thrilling undertaking. Instead, the more the colonists learn about the
planet, the more alarmed they become. Alien ruins hint at a species who fought great wars among
themselves and disappeared centuries ago. When Connor Gates discovers a hidden bunker, he finds
something he never expected. Everything the colonists have learned about New Earth
They had seven years to prepare... Earth is lost. Seven years ago the New Earth colony received one
final message from Earth...a warning. First, a global pandemic, then the emergence of a new species. A
war for survival ravaged the Sol system. Now they are coming for the colony. Many colonists don't
believe it, but Connor does. They must prepare. They must fight. But how can they survive something
that killed every person back on Earth? If you loved Old Man's War and Ender's Game, you'll love First
Colony - Nemesis, a new military science fiction series.
Han Solo and the Lost Legacy
Austin's Old Three Hundred
Atlas Shrugged
Exo (a novel)
Legacy
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BOOK TWO IN THE CLASSIC HEOROT SERIES FROM GENRE LEGENDS LARRY NIVEN, JERRY POURNELLE, AND
STEVEN BARNES. Some twenty years have passed since the passengers and crew of the starship Geographic
established a colony on the hostile alien world of Avalon. In that time, a new generation has grown up in the peace and
serenity of the island paradise of Camelot, ignorant of the Great Grendel Wars fought between their parents and
grandparents and the monstrous inhabitants of Avalon. Now, under the influence of a charismatic leader, a group of young
rebels makes for the mainland, intent on establishing their own colony, sure that they can vanquish any foe that should
stand in their way. But they will soon discover that Avalon holds darker secrets still. At the publisher's request, this title is
sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management). About Beowulf's Children: "Few writers have a finer pedigree than those
here. . . . As one might suspect Beowulf's Children is seamless . . . absorbing, substantial . . . masterful novel."—Los
Angeles Times "Panoramic SF adventure at its best."—Library Journal About prequel The Legacy of Heorot: "Page-turning
action and suspense, good characterization and convincing setting . . . may be the best thing any of those authors has
written.”—The Denver Post “Outstanding! . . . The best ever, by the best in the field . . . the ultimate combination of
imagination and realism.”—Tom Clancy “Well written, action-packed and tension filled . . . makes Aliens look like a Disney
nature film."—The Washington Post “Spine-tingling ecological tale of terror.”—Locus About Larry Niven & Jerry Pournelle:
"Possibly the greatest science fiction novel I have ever read."—Robert A. Heinlein on The Mote in God's Eye About Larry
Niven: “Larry Niven’s Ringworld remains one of the all-time classic travelogues of science fiction — a new and amazing
world and fantastic companions.”—Greg Bear "Our premier hard SF writer.”—The Baltimore Sun"The scope of Larry
Niven's work is so vast that only a writer of supreme talent could disguise the fact as well as he can."—Tom Clancy "Niven
is a true master."—Frederik Pohl About Jerry Pournelle: "Jerry Pournelle is one of science fiction's greatest
storytellers."—Poul Anderson "Jerry Pournelle's trademark is first-rate action against well-realized backgrounds of hard
science and hardball politics."—David Drake "Rousing . . . The Best of the Genre."—The New York Times "On the cover .
. . is the claim 'No. 1 Adventure Novel of the Year.' And well it might be."—Milwaukee Journal on Janissaries About Steven
Barnes: “Brilliant, surprising, and devastating.”—David Mack “Sharp, observant and scary.”—Greg Bear "Profound and
exhilarating."—Maurice Broaddus, author of The Knights of Breton Court “Barnes gives us characters that are vividly real
people, conceived with insight and portrayed with compassion and rare skill and then he stokes the suspense up to levels
that will make the reader miss sleep and be late for work.”—Tim Powers “[Barnes] combines imagination, anthropology
and beautiful storytelling as he takes readers to the foot of the Great Mountain, today known as Mount
Kilimanjaro.”—Durham Triangle Tribune on Great Sky Woman
For years, Connor and others in the colony have unraveled the mysteries of New Earth and the global catastrophes that
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nearly destroyed its previous inhabitants. Their work led to the discovery of other worlds beyond the known universe. It
became clear that many of those worlds had been attacked by an interdimensional invader that left untold amounts of
manipulation, hardship, and annihilation in its wake. It's only a matter of time before the colony becomes the next target.
When a trusted ally requests Connor's help to investigate claims of new widespread invasions, he has no choice but to
help. Connor believes that the only way to stop the invaders is to find their homeworld, but its location is a closely guarded
secret. Many civilizations sought to discover the invader's homeworld and none have succeeded. Time is running out for
the colony, and Connor and a team of CDF soldiers may be the only thing that stands in the between and annihilation.
Invasion is the eleventh book in the bestselling military science fiction series, First Colony. Read the eleventh book of this
epic today!
Lost! After initial contact with an alien entity leaves Kaylan unconscious, she wakes up to discover that she's now in
command of the Athena mission stranded in a star system far from Earth. The ship's computer is malfunctioning and
former hacker and astronaut trainee, Zack Quick, is the only one who can fix it. If he can't figure out what's wrong, they
have no hope of getting back home. In order to survive, the crew of the Athena must explore an alien star system to find
the species that summoned them. The Star Divide is the second installment in a action packed science fiction thriller
series. If you like space opera adventure stories with clever heroes, impossible situations, and chilling discoveries, then
strap yourself in, you're in for a fun nonstop thrill ride. Buy The Star Divide and start your epic journey today!
Science Fiction Adventure
Amidst the Rising Shadows
A Novel
The Eon Series
Discovery
Road to Shandara
SEARCH AND DESTROY The fabled hoard of the mad tyrant Xim was vast -- a king's ransom beyond
imagining. It was also, as far as Han Solo and Chewbacca were concerned, strictly legendary. But
when a little misunderstanding set the deadliest gunman in the galaxy on Han's trail, a secret
expedition to almost any place became highly desirable. Yet within hours of landing on the planet
rumored to hold the treasure, Han's beloved spacecraft, the Millennium Falcon, was hijacked, and his
party was forced to contend with deadly assassins and an army of killer robots. This was no way for a
pair of honest smugglers to make a living...
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They're coming. The Findiri, a savage, deadly race created to fight the Swarm, are on the hunt. But
they no longer hunt the Swarm. They hunt humans. And not just any human-they seek their creator,
Captain Timothy Granger, and mean to destroy him. But we are not alone. More alien races, hiding
from the Swarm for millennia, also search for Earth, seeking the legend from their own stories to
protect them: a being called Granger. With Earth in the crosshairs, Granger, Admiral Proctor, and the
crew of the Independence race against time to solve the mystery of the Findiri before all human and
alien worlds fall. But time is running out for all life in the galaxy, and the clock is ticking.
BOOK ONE IN THE CLASSIC HEOROT SERIES FROM GENRE LEGENDS LARRY NIVEN, JERRY
POURNELLE, AND STEVEN BARNES The two hundred colonists on board the Geographic have spent a
century in cold sleep to arrive here: Avalon, a lush, verdant planet lightyears from Earth. They hope to
establish a permanent colony, and Avalon seems the perfect place. And so they set about planting and
building. But their very presence has upset the ecology of Avalon. Soon an implacable predator stalks
them, picking them off one by one. In order to defeat this alien enemy, they must reevaluate
everything they think they know about Avalon, and uncover the planet's dark secrets. At the
publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management). About The Legacy of
Heorot: "Page-turning action and suspense, good characterization and convincing setting . . . may be
the best thing any of those authors has written.”—The Denver Post “Outstanding! . . . The best ever,
by the best in the field . . . the ultimate combination of imagination and realism.”—Tom Clancy “Well
written, action-packed, and tension filled . . . makes Aliens look like a Disney nature film."—The
Washington Post “Spine-tingling ecological tale of terror.”—Locus About sequel Beowulf's Children:
"Few writers have a finer pedigree than those here. . . . As one might suspect Beowulf's Children is
seamless . . . absorbing, substantial . . . masterful novel."—Los Angeles Times "Panoramic SF
adventure at its best."—Library Journal About Larry Niven & Jerry Pournelle: "Possibly the greatest
science fiction novel I have ever read."—Robert A. Heinlein on The Mote in God's Eye About Larry
Niven: “Larry Niven’s RINGWORLD remains one of the all-time classic travelogues of science fiction —
a new and amazing world and fantastic companions.”—Greg Bear "Our premier hard SF writer.”—The
Baltimore Sun "The scope of Larry Niven's work is so vast that only a writer of supreme talent could
disguise the fact as well as he can."—Tom Clancy "Niven is a true master."—Frederik Pohl About Jerry
Pournelle: "Jerry Pournelle is one of science fiction's greatest storytellers."—Poul Anderson "Jerry
Pournelle's trademark is first-rate action against well-realized backgrounds of hard science and
hardball politics."—David Drake "Rousing . . . The Best of the Genre"—The New York Times "On the
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cover . . . is the claim 'No. 1 Adventure Novel of the Year.' And well it might be."—Milwaukee Journal
on Janissaries About Steven Barnes: “Brilliant, surprising, and devastating.”—David Mack “Sharp,
observant and scary.”—Greg Bear "Profound and exhilarating."—Maurice Broaddus, author of The
Knights of Breton Court “Barnes gives us characters that are vividly real people, conceived with
insight and portrayed with compassion and rare skill and then he stokes the suspense up to levels that
will make the reader miss sleep and be late for work.”—Tim Powers “[Barnes] combines imagination,
anthropology and beautiful storytelling as he takes readers to the foot of the Great Mountain, today
known as Mount Kilimanjaro.”—Durham Triangle Tribune on Great Sky Woman
A colony divided. The Krake, a mysterious enemy who has brought about the collapse of entire
civilizations, is hunting for New Earth. Connor Gates, former elite soldier and now general of the
colonial military, must find a way to protect the colony, which seems all but impossible when both
humans and aliens alike are ignoring the very threat that should be uniting them all. To forge a future
for the colony, Connor must risk everything. Battle weary but vigilant, Colonel Sean Quinn must
rebuild the morale of Trident Battle Group while fulfilling his mission, but when he receives an
invitation to meet a Krake rebel faction, he must act. Sean seizes a rare opportunity to gather crucial
intel about the enemy and possibly gain an ally, but can he trust them or will their betrayal doom
them all. Harbinger is the ninth book in the bestselling military science fiction series, First Colony.
Read the ninth book of this epic today!
Star Shroud
Indians, Missionaries, and Merchants
The pilgrim's progress
Daughter of Dragons
Sanctuary
AN INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER OPTIONED FOR TELEVISION BY BRUNA PAPANDREA, THE PRODUCER OF
HBO'S BIG LITTLE LIES “A tour de force of original thought, imagination and promise … Kline
takes full advantage of fiction — its freedom to create compelling characters who fully
illuminate monumental events to make history accessible and forever etched in our minds." —
Houston Chronicle The author of the #1 New York Times bestseller Orphan Train returns with an
ambitious, emotionally resonant novel about three women whose lives are bound together in
nineteenth-century Australia and the hardships they weather together as they fight for
redemption and freedom in a new society. Seduced by her employer’s son, Evangeline, a naïve
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young governess in early nineteenth-century London, is discharged when her pregnancy is
discovered and sent to the notorious Newgate Prison. After months in the fetid, overcrowded
jail, she learns she is sentenced to “the land beyond the seas,” Van Diemen’s Land, a penal
colony in Australia. Though uncertain of what awaits, Evangeline knows one thing: the child she
carries will be born on the months-long voyage to this distant land. During the journey on a
repurposed slave ship, the Medea, Evangeline strikes up a friendship with Hazel, a girl little
older than her former pupils who was sentenced to seven years transport for stealing a silver
spoon. Canny where Evangeline is guileless, Hazel—a skilled midwife and herbalist—is soon
offering home remedies to both prisoners and sailors in return for a variety of favors. Though
Australia has been home to Aboriginal people for more than 50,000 years, the British government
in the 1840s considers its fledgling colony uninhabited and unsettled, and views the natives as
an unpleasant nuisance. By the time the Medea arrives, many of them have been forcibly
relocated, their land seized by white colonists. One of these relocated people is Mathinna, the
orphaned daughter of the Chief of the Lowreenne tribe, who has been adopted by the new governor
of Van Diemen’s Land. In this gorgeous novel, Christina Baker Kline brilliantly recreates the
beginnings of a new society in a beautiful and challenging land, telling the story of Australia
from a fresh perspective, through the experiences of Evangeline, Hazel, and Mathinna. While life
in Australia is punishing and often brutally unfair, it is also, for some, an opportunity: for
redemption, for a new way of life, for unimagined freedom. Told in exquisite detail and incisive
prose, The Exiles is a story of grace born from hardship, the unbreakable bonds of female
friendships, and the unfettering of legacy.
Science Fiction Colonization Adventure
Hold the line. After narrowly defeating the invading enemy fleet, there is evidence that the
attack isn't over. Thousands have died and all that stands between human extinction and the
invaders are the remnants of the colonial military. Connor must find a way to rally the colony
using every scrap of ingenuity to stop the invaders. But will he succeed when he finds himself
pitted against mankind's ultimate enemy? This could be mankind's final hour . . . or its
greatest victory.
It's been a century of peace since Earth became a colony of an alien race with far reaches into
the galaxy. Some die-hard extremists still oppose alien rule on Earth, but Donovan Reyes isn't
one of them. His dad holds the prestigious position of Prime Liaison in the collaborationist
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government, and Donovan's high social standing along with his exocel (a remarkable alien
technology fused to his body) guarantee him a bright future in the security forces. That is,
until a routine patrol goes awry and Donovan's abducted by the human revolutionary group
Sapience. When Sapience realizes who Donovan's father is, they think they've found the ultimate
bargaining chip. But the Prime Liaison doesn't negotiate with terrorists, not even for his own
son. Left in the hands of terrorists who have more uses for him dead than alive, the fate of
Earth rests on Donovan's survival. Because if Sapience kills him, it could spark another
intergalactic war. And Earth didn't win the last one...
There There
A New Origin Story
Acheron Salvation
The Exiles
Invasion

From Earth, A Hero Will Rise... Aaron is about to graduate from college when his grandfather unexpectedly dies. He finds
a mysterious note from his grandfather that tells him he is a descendant from an ancient and powerful family from a place
he's never heard of. Aaron is thrust into a struggle that began before he was born and will reach across worlds to pull him
into the fight. Tarimus, a demon sentinel from the world of Safanar leads the charge to steal Aaron's power before he has
a chance to learn his full potential. The only one who can help Aaron is Colind, the vanquished Lord Guardian of the
Safanarion Order who has been imprisoned in a place few would dare to go. In a race that begins on Earth, Aaron's
journey to another world will launch him on a thrilling fantasy adventure in search of the fabled land of his ancestors.
Armed with two mystical swords and a family heirloom, Aaron will discover the world of Safanar is built upon the stuff of
legends from dragons and castles, to mighty cities with technology that surpasses anything he has ever known. Danger
lurks in the shadows as whispers of the return threatens those in power. The Road to Shandara is an epic tale of action
adventure, following Aaron's quest as he shifts the balance of power upon Safanar and returns his family's sacred order
to its rightful place. This is not your traditional fantasy novel.
This volume gathers an international cast of scholars to examine the unprecedented range of colonial encounters during
the First World War. More than four million men of color, and an even greater number of white Europeans and
Americans, crisscrossed the globe. Others, in occupied areas, behind the warzone or in neutral countries, were
nonetheless swept into the maelstrom. From local encounters in New Zealand, Britain and East Africa to army camps
and hospitals in France and Mesopotamia, from cafes and clubs in Salonika and London, to anticolonial networks in
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Germany, the USA and the Dutch East Indies, this volume examines the actions and experiences of a varied company of
soldiers, medics, writers, photographers, and revolutionaries to reconceptualize this conflict as a turning point in the
history of global encounters. How did people interact across uneven intersections of nationality, race, gender, class,
religion and language? How did encounters – direct and mediated, forced and unforced – shape issues from cross-racial
intimacy and identity formation to anti-colonial networks, civil rights movements and visions of a post-war future? The
twelve chapters delve into spaces and processes of encounter to explore how the conjoined realities of war, race and
empire were experienced, recorded and instrumentalized.
A new hero emerges to save Dematr from destruction in this sequel to the Pillars of Reality series from the New York
Times–bestselling author. For centuries, the Great Guilds conspired to keep Dematr unchanged. The Mechanics Guild
kept secret the technology for steam locomotion, rifles, and far-talkers, leaving most people to live in a world of oil lamps,
crossbows, and horse cavalry, while the Mages treated all others as if they were nothing—until Master Mechanic Mari,
dragon slayer and pirate queen, and Master of Mages Alain raised an army to free their world. Kira of Pacta Servanda,
Mari and Alain’s daughter, has known since childhood that she would always live in the shadow of her heroic parents.
But then the world of Dematr learned that a new kind of ship had left the far-distant world of Urth. The ship would take
just ten years to reach Dematr. But for what purpose? Kira is sixteen when the ship from Urth arrives—and she discovers
that her world still needed heroes.
Lightfoot examines the interactions between Native American communities in California & the earliest colonial
settlements, those of Russian pioneers & Franciscan missionaries. He compares the history of the different ventures &
their legacies that still help define the political status of native people.
Beowulf's Children
Star Divide
The Legacy of Heorot
Deliverance
Impulse
Okonkwo is the greatest warrior alive, famous throughout West Africa. But when he accidentally kills a
clansman, things begin to fall apart. Then Okonkwo returns from exile to find missionaries and colonial
governors have arrived in the village. With his world thrown radically off-balance he can only hurtle
towards tragedy. Chinua Achebe's stark novel reshaped both African and world literature. This arresting
parable of a proud but powerless man witnessing the ruin of his people begins Achebe's landmark trilogy
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of works chronicling the fate of one African community, continued in Arrow of God and No Longer at Ease.
A Hero Will Be Reforged . . . An Epic Fantasy Adventure Series Continues In this third installment of the
Safanarion Order Series, the Free Nations Army desperately scrambles to prepare for war not only with
the High King, but the looming threat of an invasion force determined to enslave them all. Aaron is held
captive on the Hythariam home world that's only weeks away from being destroyed. With the barrier
between worlds down there is little chance that Aaron will be able to return to Safanar. Meanwhile, High
King Amorak readies his vast armies to wage war the likes of which has never been seen before on
Safanar. No kingdom is safe, as the High King can strike anywhere anytime and without warning.
Rebellion has broken out in Khamearra, and Sarah must abandon her search for a way to reach Aaron in
order to help free her people who are dying at the hands of her father, the High King. Sarah is caught in
the middle of this epic struggle, and there are those who seek to use her as leverage against the High
King. Loyalties and friendships will be strained as Aaron's friends seek to continue the work that he has
started, but without the Alenzar'seth to lead them, the fragile alliance of nations seems doomed to failure.
Amidst the Rising Shadows is the third installment of the epic fantasy adventure Safanarion Order series,
continuing this not so traditional fantasy. The worlds of fantasy and science fiction will coalesce in this
epic tale of action adventure with ancient allies and enemies alike propelling to war.
Terror stalks a new world colony. After nearly two hundred years’ space travel, humanity’s first deep
space colony expedition has arrived at its new home. Ethan, the descendant of six generations who lived
and died aboard ship, treads on soil and feels the wind and rain for the first time. But the new planet is
not the paradise the scientists predicted. Alien predators lurk beyond the camp’s perimeter, and
stowaway saboteurs are determined no one will survive. Tensions in the new colony rise, and Ethan must
fight to preserve the last hope of humankind. Download books 1 to 3 today and start this epic space
colonization adventure! Keywords: genetic engineering fiction genes, first Contact war, thriller & suspense
action fiction, technothriller techno thriller, genocide, rescue mission, science fiction series, thriller series,
battle, internment, alien predator, star book, sifi books, building empire, syfy, space opera books, alien
planet survival, galaxy's edge, space warfare survivor, alien world, survive in space. Science fiction in the
tradition of Frank Herbert, Lois McMaster Bujold, Andre Norton, Alastair Reynolds, and Adrian Tchaikovsky.
Humanity is at war......many citizens want no part of it.Governor Antony Lemkin has done the unthinkable
as a politician--voluntarily stepping down from his post in protest of Earth's escalating war with the
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Aryshans.With war drums beating and the machinery of government going full force, there's little he can
do to but voice his dissent, until mega-industrialist Fabio DePino presents him with a plan: build a new
Earth, far away from humanity's conflicts.But will Earth's government simply let colonists leave their
control?Fans of Babylon 5 and Robert Heinlein's classic The Moon Is A Harsh Mistress will love this new
space colonization adventure by #1 Bestselling author Jon Del Arroz!
Things Fall Apart
Keeper of the Lost Cities
Nemesis
Insurgent
Genesis
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • PEN/HEMINGWAY AWARD WINNER • One of The New York Times 10 Best Books of the Year
• A wondrous and shattering novel that follows twelve characters from Native communities: all traveling to the Big Oakland
Powwow, all connected to one another in ways they may not yet realize. Among them is Jacquie Red Feather, newly sober and
trying to make it back to the family she left behind. Dene Oxendene, pulling his life together after his uncle’s death and
working at the powwow to honor his memory. Fourteen-year-old Orvil, coming to perform traditional dance for the very first
time. Together, this chorus of voices tells of the plight of the urban Native American—grappling with a complex and painful
history, with an inheritance of beauty and spirituality, with communion and sacrifice and heroism. Hailed as an instant classic,
There There is at once poignant and unflinching, utterly contemporary and truly unforgettable.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A dramatic expansion of a groundbreaking work of journalism, The 1619 Project: A
New Origin Story offers a profoundly revealing vision of the American past and present. ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE
YEAR: The Washington Post, NPR, Esquire, Marie Claire, Electric Lit, Ms. magazine, Kirkus Reviews, Booklist In late August
1619, a ship arrived in the British colony of Virginia bearing a cargo of twenty to thirty enslaved people from Africa. Their
arrival led to the barbaric and unprecedented system of American chattel slavery that would last for the next 250 years. This
is sometimes referred to as the country’s original sin, but it is more than that: It is the source of so much that still defines the
United States. The New York Times Magazine’s award-winning “1619 Project” issue reframed our understanding of American
history by placing slavery and its continuing legacy at the center of our national narrative. This new book substantially expands
on that work, weaving together eighteen essays that explore the legacy of slavery in present-day America with thirty-six
poems and works of fiction that illuminate key moments of oppression, struggle, and resistance. The essays show how the
inheritance of 1619 reaches into every part of contemporary American society, from politics, music, diet, traffic, and
citizenship to capitalism, religion, and our democracy itself. This is a book that speaks directly to our current moment,
contextualizing the systems of race and caste within which we operate today. It reveals long-glossed-over truths around our
nation’s founding and construction—and the way that the legacy of slavery did not end with emancipation, but continues to
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shape contemporary American life. Featuring contributions from: Leslie Alexander • Michelle Alexander • Carol Anderson •
Joshua Bennett • Reginald Dwayne Betts • Jamelle Bouie • Anthea Butler • Matthew Desmond • Rita Dove • Camille T.
Dungy • Cornelius Eady • Eve L. Ewing • Nikky Finney • Vievee Francis • Yaa Gyasi • Forrest Hamer • Terrance
Hayes • Kimberly Annece Henderson • Jeneen Interlandi • Honor e Fanonne Jeffers • Barry Jenkins • Tyehimba Jess •
Martha S. Jones • Robert Jones, Jr. • A. Van Jordan • Ibram X. Kendi • Eddie Kendricks • Yusef Komunyakaa • Kevin M.
Kruse • Kiese Laymon • Trymaine Lee • Jasmine Mans • Terry McMillan • Tiya Miles • Wesley Morris • Khalil Gibran
Muhammad • Lynn Nottage • ZZ Packer • Gregory Pardlo • Darryl Pinckney • Claudia Rankine • Jason Reynolds •
Dorothy Roberts • Sonia Sanchez • Tim Seibles • Evie Shockley • Clint Smith • Danez Smith • Patricia Smith • Tracy K.
Smith • Bryan Stevenson • Nafissa Thompson-Spires • Natasha Trethewey • Linda Villarosa • Jesmyn Ward
A mission gone wrong. Innocent lives have been lost. Escaping wrongful imprisonment wasn't something Connor had in mind,
but being put into stasis aboard Earth's first interstellar colony ship was something he couldn't have prepared for. For three
hundred thousand colonists, the new colony brings the promise of a fresh start...a second chance. Connor might be the wrong
man for the colony, but he's the right man to see that it survives what's coming. A new world with new challenges, but the
mission has changed. If you loved Old Man's War and Ender's Game, you'll love First Colony - Genesis, a new military science
fiction series.
In a futuristic military adventure a recruit goes through the roughest boot camp in the universe and into battle with the Terran
Mobile Infantry in what historians would come to call the First Interstellar War
To Paradise
The Legacy of Colonial Encounters on the California Frontiers
Book 7 of The Legacy Fleet Series
A novel
Book One of the Ascension Series

The war is over. Earth is lost. Running is the only option. It may already be too late. Caleb is a former Marine Raider and
commander of the Vultures, an elite search and rescue team that's spent the last two years pulling high-value targets out of alienravaged cities and shipping them off-world. Now he's on the last starship out, under orders to join forty-thousand survivors on their
journey to a new home. It's not the mission he wants, but it's a mission he's doing his best to accomplish. When Caleb meets the
colony's head sheriff, she represents an opportunity for a fresh start and a chance to leave his old life behind for good... Only the
mission will be harder to complete than either of them realize. And the colonists will need the old Caleb more than he ever
imagined... Enter the universe of the Forgotten with Deliverance, the first book in the Forgotten Colony series. If you're a fan of
Aliens, Battlestar Galactica, Starship Troopers, Ender's Game, or Edge of Tomorrow, you'll love this epic military sci-fi thriller.
"After initial contact with an alien entity leaves Kaylan unconscious, she wakes up to discover that she's now in command of the
Athena mission stranded in a star system far from Earth. The ship's computer is malfunctioning and former hacker and astronaut
trainee, Zack Quick, is the only one who can fix it. If he can't figure out what's wrong, they have no hope of getting back home. In
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order to survive, the crew of the Athena must explore an alien star system to find the species that summoned them."--Back cover.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • From the award-winning, best-selling author of the classic A Little Life—a bold, brilliant
novel spanning three centuries and three different versions of the American experiment, about lovers, family, loss and the elusive
promise of utopia. To Paradise is a fin de siècle novel of marvelous literary effect, but above all it is a work of emotional genius.
The great power of this remarkable novel is driven by Yanagihara’s understanding of the aching desire to protect those we
love—partners, lovers, children, friends, family, and even our fellow citizens—and the pain that ensues when we cannot. In an
alternate version of 1893 America, New York is part of the Free States, where people may live and love whomever they please (or
so it seems). The fragile young scion of a distinguished family resists betrothal to a worthy suitor, drawn to a charming music
teacher of no means. In a 1993 Manhattan besieged by the AIDS epidemic, a young Hawaiian man lives with his much older,
wealthier partner, hiding his troubled childhood and the fate of his father. And in 2093, in a world riven by plagues and governed by
totalitarian rule, a powerful scientist’s damaged granddaughter tries to navigate life without him—and solve the mystery of her
husband’s disappearances. These three sections comprise an ingenious symphony, as recurring notes and themes deepen and
enrich one another: A townhouse in Washington Square Park in Greenwich Village; illness, and treatments that come at a terrible
cost; wealth and squalor; the weak and the strong; race; the definition of family, and of nationhood; the dangerous righteousness
of the powerful, and of revolutionaries; the longing to find a place in an earthly paradise, and the gradual realization that it can’t
exist. What unites not just the characters, but these Americas, are their reckonings with the qualities that make us human: Fear.
Love. Shame. Need. Loneliness.
As the colony grapples with the realization that New Earth is not as uninhabited as they'd once thought, tensions between the
colonial settlements rise to new heights, and the Colonial Defense Force finds itself caught in the middle. When Connor uncovers
evidence of a militant colonial faction secretly exploiting the NEIIS, he has to investigate. Connor learns that some of the colonial
settlements have been holding back discoveries of their own. He'd thought the NEIIS were a threat to the colony, but he was
wrong. They all were, and the truth is beyond anything Connor could have imagined. Meanwhile, Colonel Sean Quinn's latest
mission brings him off-world to investigate a previously discovered NEIIS settlement. When all communications from home go
silent, he must return to New Earth to investigate. Cut off from everything, Sean must lead the crew of a CDF warship against a
mysterious foe. Sean must forge a path into the unknown if he's to have any hope of unraveling the mystery. Emergence is the
sixth book in the best selling First Colony military space opera series.
Book 3 of the Safanarion Order Series
The 1619 Project
Harbinger
Space Colony One Books 1 - 3
A Forest of Stars
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Witness the rise of man's first galactic federation: The Terran Alliance. When Simon and Katherine Hawke stumble upon an alien shuttle that
has landed on earth, it'll not only change the course of their lives, but of the entire world. Taking the shuttle into orbit, they discover a much
larger ship left adrift with no one on board. Commandeering it, they confirm that we're not alone in the universe and must prepare the human
race for what is about to come. Recruiting from all over the world, they begin to expand their fleet and build a federation to give humans a
foothold in the galaxy. Thus the Terran Alliance is formed, led by Simon, Kitty, Gayle, and their new comrades. Everything is going according
to planned as they construct more ships, but the governments of the world are vying for control of these technologies. To make matters
worse, their second encounter with an alien species is not one of peace. After the attack, they are left with more questions than answers as
they face resistance from, not only outer space, but their home planet as well.
Peopled by larger-than-life heroes and villains, charged with towering questions of good and evil, Atlas Shrugged is Ayn Randʼs magnum
opus: a philosophical revolution told in the form of an action thriller̶nominated as one of Americaʼs best-loved novels by PBSʼs The Great
American Read. Who is John Galt? When he says that he will stop the motor of the world, is he a destroyer or a liberator? Why does he have
to fight his battles not against his enemies but against those who need him most? Why does he fight his hardest battle against the woman he
loves? You will know the answer to these questions when you discover the reason behind the baffling events that play havoc with the lives of
the amazing men and women in this book. You will discover why a productive genius becomes a worthless playboy...why a great steel
industrialist is working for his own destruction...why a composer gives up his career on the night of his triumph...why a beautiful woman who
runs a transcontinental railroad falls in love with the man she has sworn to kill. Atlas Shrugged, a modern classic and Randʼs most extensive
statement of Objectivism̶her groundbreaking philosophy̶offers the reader the spectacle of human greatness, depicted with all the poetry
and power of one of the twentieth centuryʼs leading artists.
A mission gone wrong. Innocent lives have been lost. Escaping wrongful imprisonment wasn't something Connor had in mind, but being put
into stasis aboard Earth's first interstellar colony ship was something he couldn't have prepared for. For three hundred thousand colonists, the
new colony brings the promise of a fresh start ... a second chance.
At age twelve, Sophie learns that the remarkable abilities that have always caused her to stand out identify her as an elf, and after being
brought to Eternalia to hone her skills, discovers that she has secrets buried in her memory for which some would kill.
Legacy, Eon, and Eternity
Book One of the Safanarion Order
Acheron Inheritance
First Colony
Starship Troopers
This saga of parallel universes from a Hugo and Nebula Award–winning author “may be the best constructed hard SF epic yet” (The
Washington Post). One of the world’s preeminent New York Times–bestselling authors of hard science fiction mesmerizes readers with a
mind-expanding, three-volume masterwork about the creation of an alternate universe that breaks down all barriers of time and space,
and its consequences for future and past generations. Legacy: In the stunning prequel to Eon and Eternity, an agent of the masters of the
Way—a man-made tunnel through countless dimensions—follows a renegade fanatic and his four thousand acolytes to a remarkable
world of flora/fauna hybrids, where he is plunged into the terrible chaos of a raging civil war. Eon: As nuclear tensions rapidly reach a
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breaking point in a volatile twenty-first century, a hollowed-out asteroid appears, mysteriously hovering above the Earth’s surface. The
asteroid contains the remains of Thistledown, an abandoned city that was once home to survivors of a nuclear holocaust. Scientists must
race to unravel its secrets before the human race is annihilated in the impending apocalypse. Eternity: A devastating war has left Earth a
nuclear wasteland. Orbiting the planet is an asteroid-starship containing the civilization of Thistledown, humanity’s future descendants.
For decades, they have worked to heal their world and its survivors, but their resources are finite. They need to reopen the Way, a gate
that would not only benefit Earth but also help the asteroid’s residents return home. Greg Bear’s classic Eon trilogy is an astonishing feat
of the imagination that combines humanism, cutting-edge science, and brilliant extrapolation. This masterful science fiction saga has no
equal in contemporary speculative fiction.
Emergence
Colonial Encounters in a Time of Global Conflict, 1914–1918
Colony Launch
Legend
The First Anglo Colony in Texas
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